
From: wdbyselctbdtlindsay@comcast.net
To: Clare Rock; "Ellie & Mike"; "Jayne Nold-Laurendeau"; jschweithelm@gmail.com; "Michael J Sadler";

 onlydavb@yahoo.com
Subject: FW: Town Plan Comments
Date: Monday, September 27, 2021 1:09:25 PM

Good morning:
 
Here’s a comment from Chris Pecor in the email below that is of some interest
 regarding bike lanes on RT. 14., and if true, the plan should be amended to include a
 more definitive statement on page 36 of the plan:
 

Route 14 north of Bailey Bridge Road was repaved in the
 early 2000’s and its pavement condition is currently
 classified as “Fair” based upon VTrans’ Pavement
 Condition portal. The stretch of Route 14 southward to
 Calais is classified as “Poor” or “Very Poor.” No
 improvements or projects are planned in the next 3
 years. US Route 14 is eligible for funding from the state
 for improvements.
Improvements to the road need to be recommended
 by the Central Vermont Regional Planning Commission
 (CVRPC), Transportation Advisory Committee (TAC) in
 order to be considered by the Agency of
 Transportation. Woodbury is represented on the
 CVRPC board and does have representation on the
 TAC.
 

Clare: do you have access to the 2024 VTrans paving schedule?
 
Chris goes on to offer comments on trail usage in Woodbury.
 
All the best,
 
Skip
 
Thomas (Skip) Lindsay
Town of Woodbury Planning Commission Chair
1672 Vermont Route 14
P.O. Box 10
Woodbury, Vermont 05681
 
wdbyselctbdtlindsay@comcast.net
MOB: 802.535.8522
 
From: Pecor, Christopher S. <pecorcs@cdmsmith.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 20, 2021 5:12 PM
To: wdbyselctbdtlindsay@comcast.net
Cc: amy@caspianarms.com
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Subject: 2021 Draft Town Plan
 
Mr. Lindsay,
First, thank you for serving on the town planning commission. 
 
I noted on page 36 of the town plan, a statement that no construction in the next 3 years is planned
 for Route 14 through Woodbury.  I understand from Matthew E. Bogaczyk, P.E., Project Manager for
 VTrans that a resurfacing project is planned to start in 2024 and finish by 2025.  I specifically asked
 him about bike lanes and sidewalks with the Woodbury Lake area.  He explained that 11’ lanes and
 4’ paved shoulders would be provided (whenever possible). 
 
As an avid bike and runner, and an active member of the Woodbury Lake Community I would
 request that the Town Plan includes provisions for the 11’ lanes and 4 shoulders within the entire
 town limits.  I would further request that a 5’ sidewalk on at least one side of Route 14 be included
 in the construction project within the areas along Route 14 like the “Woodbury Lake Zone” and the
 Town Center.  They should also be designated for slower speed zones and flashing signs that remind
 drivers of the speed limit within these more pedestrian active areas, at least during the summer the
 months. 
 
I also support the connection of the trails in the town forest for walking, hiking and trail riding (if
 possible).  The connection of these trails and agreements with the VAST association are tremendous
 assets to the area and could help spur rural businesses by attracting visitors to our great area.  As
 the Lamoille Rail trail and other are already doing….
 
I hope you will accept these comments and if you have any questions or if I could help in any way,
 please let me know.
Thanks
 
Chris
836 VT Rt. 14, E. Calais, VT
 
 
Christopher S. Pecor, PE
Sr. Project Engineer, Associate
CDM Smith 
5965 Cattlemen Lane
Sarasota, FL 34232
pecorcs@cdmsmith.com
Cell:  941-915-5604 | Office:  941-702-6161 
Connect with me on LinkedIn and Twitter @ChristopherPecor 
cdmsmith.com
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Town Plan - - Energy Plan - Norm Etkind Comments 

Throughout the plan I find a bias toward photovoltaics and heat pumps at the expense of the 
biomass fuels that town residents are presently using.  I think this is unfortunate, counter-
productive, and based on a misunderstanding of the underlying science and international climate 
change policy. 

Don’t get me wrong, photovoltaics are a great technology and have an important place in 
addressing climate change.  I worked on what I believe to be the first photovoltaic installation in 
Vermont in 1974 in Moretown when a friend was building off the grid and I was doing electrical 
work.  Panels lie in the sun and electricity happens, what’s not to like?  I have a 4.4 kW 
landowner owned photovoltaic (PV) system on my house in Woodbury.  

Similarly, cold climate heat pumps (CCHP) have a lot to offer and represent a step forward in 
electrical heating and cooling technology.   

No form of energy to heat our homes is without its pluses and minuses.   

In my opinion, having worked in the energy field for several decades, the combination of wood 
heat and photovoltaics is a very compatible way to address climate change and superior to 
relying primarily on heat pumps and photovoltaics. 

There is basically a negative correlation between heating demand and PV production.  The 
reasons are simple and straightforward.  During cold weather, the days are shorter, PV panels are 
often covered with snow, and there are fewer sunny days.  Add to that, as it gets colder, CCHPs 
lose their advantage as their coefficient of performance (COP) becomes no better than regular 
electric baseboard heaters.  In the coldest weather, they perform worse than electric baseboard, if 
they operate at all.   

The widespread use of CCHPs, as anticipated in this plan, would result in a terrible impact on the 
demand profile of our electric utilities, Hardwick Electric and some Washington Electric 
accounts.  Highest demand would be during times when PVs are not productive (in the evening 
and overnight).   When utilities near their peak demand , they rely upon peaking plants that are 
very expensive and use oil and coal for fuel.  During the coldest periods natural gas plants do not 
operate because that fuel is dedicated to heating demand.   

This problem can be partially offset by a large investment in batteries. 

Biomass fuels have none of these problems.   

According to the plan, we will be displacing wood fuels with heat pumps.   

The plan recognizes the fact that while biomass fuels from sustainably harvested forests are 
carbon neutral, there is some fossil fuel use in the harvesting and transporting of the fuel.  Yes, 
there is likely to be some fossil fuel used until better options are adopted.  

But, it’s not like PVs are squeaky clean.  It takes a massive amount of energy to melt the sand 
that is used to create the silicon wafers.  My research into that issue showed that it takes about 
five years to pay back that energy investment. Almost all the PVs installed in the US are made in 
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China, primarily using coal fired power plants.  Then there is the transport energy to get them 
here. In addition, many toxic chemicals are used in the production and cleaning of the wafers. 

So, let’s not address biomass shortcomings without being even handed about PV problems.  

To get into some specifics: 

Page 6 - To this end, the focus for generation of energy is primarily based on existing 
technologies such as solar, wind, and hydroelectric. Additionally, the plan notes woody biomass 
and biogas as renewable forms of energy generation when developed in a sustainable manner. .  

Put biomass right up there with the rest of them.  

 

Table 6 - Targets for Renewable Energy Use: 

Year  2025  2035  2050  
Renewable 
Energy Use - 
Heating  

51.0%  65.9%  93.1%  

 

The target for 2025 is BELOW the current biomass number in a previous chart of 58.4%  

 

Table 8  
Thermal Sector Conversions Per Target Year (Residential and Commercial)  
Year  2025  2035  2050  
New Efficient Wood 
Heat Systems (in 
units)  

1  0  8  

New Heat Pumps (in 
units)  

42  107  204  

 

Now we’re really getting going.  Replacing some inefficient wood systems with more efficient 
ones is a good idea and there are programs now to help.  Not in this plan.  Only one of the 240 
households heated with wood will avail themselves of this option over the next four years, none 
in the following ten, and just 8 over the next 15.  Meanwhile, we’ll add 204 heat pump 
households - oops - - I’m reading this wrong.  It is 42+107+204 = 353 heat pumps.  But wait, 
there are only 140 homes currently heated with fossil fuels.  So, we want to change wood heated 
homes to heat pumps with all the negative problems that will cause.   

I’m sure there are more examples, but you get the drift.   

We haven’t even gotten to the basic town plan which has to accommodate the fact that most of 
the town is forested and a large portion is in Current Use Program managed properties.  Forests 
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are sustainably managed, the wood is locally sourced, renewable, inexpensive, carbon neutral, 
provides local employment, and allows for quality management of our woodlands.  

I have no problem with the plan including CCHP/PVs, not everyone wants to use solid fuels, and 
some want the AC.  It would be OK with me to figure most of the fossil fuel heated homes 
would eventually change to either modern wood heat or PV/CCHPs.   

Please end the bias against wood fuels. 

Thanks for “listening” 

-ooOoo- 

Norm Etkind, 456-7487 

Association of Energy Engineers Certifications: 

Certified Energy Manager 

Sustainable Development Professional 

Masters Level Energy Auditor 

Certified Building Commissioning Professional (new and existing buildings) 
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Response to energy comments made by N Ekind: 

Changing the targets in this table would require Woodbury to undertake an involved 
recalibration of the energy data and associated targets in order to meet the PUC Standards to 
get a Determination of Energy Compliance. You cannot simply change the numbers in the Table 
because there is a local preference for one system vs the other AND meet the PUC Standards to 
get a Determination of Energy Compliance. Undertaking the analysis would likely postpone the 
adoption timeline for the town plan.  

The alternative approach would be to keep the numbers in Table 8 and add either new 
narrative or an additional table which includes Norm's assessment and rational for increasing 
the targets for wood heat and reducing the targets for wood heat and propose tentative target 
range or generalized percentage change. I would not recommend inclusion of new/alternative 
specific figures without doing the afore mentioned analysis. You could also include a new 
Objective stating that Woodbury will undertake this specific analysis within the Conservation 
and Efficiency Objectives which start on page 22. See attached word.doc with more information 
on the custom analysis and some draft new language. 

As stated in the Best Practices and Resources for Municipal Enhanced Energy Planning in 
Vermont "Remember that Data are Estimates (That is OK!). With the exception of electricity use 
data provided by Efficiency Vermont, all data - as provided by the RPC or as developed by the 
municipality - are estimates. While estimates should be as accurate as possible, it is helpful to 
think of the baseline analysis and the future targets as guideposts and not as absolutes. 
Adjustments can and should be made to data estimates in future plan updates."   

The targets Table 8 have be generated based upon a regional analysis and was calculated using 
data from LEAP model and ACS. In order to meet the PUC planning standards (and receive a 
Determination of Energy Compliance) changing the targets in the table would require 
Woodbury to undertake a custom analysis.  

The Guidance for Enhanced Municipal Planning Standards state that "Municipalities that use 
their region’s analyses and targets will meet the municipal Analysis and Targets determination 
standards. Municipalities that choose not to use their region’s analysis and targets will need to 
meet the same set of Analysis and Targets standards as the regions, per the regional guidance 
and expectations outlined in that document. For municipalities interested in developing their 
own analyses and targets, the regional guidance document is available here." see page 
2, https://publicservice.vermont.gov/sites/dps/files/documents/Pubs_Plans_Reports/Act_174/
Municipal%20Guidance_Final.pdf 

The above referenced Guidance for Regional Planning 
Standards https://publicservice.vermont.gov/sites/dps/files/documents/Pubs_Plans_Reports/A
ct_174/Regional%20Guidance_Final.pdf references an "Analysis & Targets Aid workbook" 
which can be used (see page 45) and also includes the following on page 46 "A Note about 
Wood: Wood heating targets should be informed in part by an analysis of the level of 
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consumption that can be sustainably supported by the estimated supply of in-state biomass 
resources without deterioration to forest health or local air quality. A county level assessment 
of wood fuel capacity can be found here. Planners should assess whether the growth in wood 
consumption is likely to surpass the limits of sustainable supply from in-state sources. Doing 
this will require conversion between Btu, physical units (cords, tons), and ultimately standing 
tree and log volumes. As a rule of thumb it may be assumed that there are between 20 and 25 
MMBtu in a cord of wood and around 15 to 17 MMBtu in a ton of pellets."  

I believe the referenced workbook can be downloaded from the following website, scroll down 
to section III and click the hyperlink of the seventh sub-
bullet https://publicservice.vermont.gov/content/act-174-recommendations-and-
determination-standards 

As an alternative to undertaking the local analysis as discussed above I propose the following 
amendments to the energy plan:  

 

Page 6: 

Additional Energy Generation Technology 

The general premise of the Woodbury Energy Plan is based on the idea that generation of 
energy will be achieved using more renewable sources and less fossil fuel-based resources. To 
this end, the focus for generation of energy is primarily based on existing technologies such as 
solar, wind, and hydroelectric, and use of. Additionally, the plan notes woody biomass and 
biogas as renewable forms of energy generation when developed in a sustainable manner. This 
direction is taken from the State's Comprehensive Energy Plan which focuses on electrification 
of the grid with alternative energy generation in order to meet their goals of 90% of the state's 
energy use coming from renewable sources by 2050.  

 

Pages 12-13 

After weatherization, the next step to increasing home heating efficiency is replacing outdated 
or inefficient home heating systems with high efficiency units. In general, this conversion would 
typically include replacing a system that used fossil fuel such as oil with an electric heat pump, 
new efficient wood burning system, or other renewable based heating systems. Specifically, 
Table 8 identifies the number of new efficient wood heating systems or heat pumps needed in 
each target year to meet Woodbury's portion of the state's comprehensive energy goals. 

Table 8 
Thermal Sector Conversions Per Target Year 

(Residential and Commercial) 
Year 2025 2035 2050 
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New Efficient Wood Heat Systems (in units) 1 0 8 
 

New Heat Pumps (in units) 42 107 204 
This table provides a target for new wood heating systems and new cold climate heat pumps for 

residential and commercial structures in the municipality for each target year. This target was calculated 
using data from LEAP and ACS. 

It has been acknowledged that there are some shortcoming associated with the local data based upon 
the top down method of disaggregating regional data to the municipal level and that the targets 
established should be used to show the general direction in which change needs to occur. However the 
total target number for new heat pumps far exceeds what the Town considers to be realistic or feasible 
or desirable based upon local conditions. As only 140 homes currently heat with fossil fuels a target of 
353 new heat pumps appears a considerable stretch. This would require existing wood systems to 
convert to this technology. The Town of Woodbury As the town is significantly forested, and recognizes 
the importance of supporting the local logging businesses and regional economy; . Tensuring existing 
wood systems are retained and upgraded to newer efficient systems as well as adding more wood 
systems would be a more realistic and feasible goals. Therefore Town would like to exceed the proposed 
targets for New Efficient Wood Heat Systems, as these systems would provide a larger benefit to the 
Town in the energy and economic sectors. The Town will still pursue and support the transition to cold 
climate heat pumps, but would like to see more new efficient wood heat systems in the future (beyond 
8). Before the next plan update the town will consider undertaking a custom analysis based upon PUC 
guidance materials to recalibrate targets to better suit local conditions.  

 

Objective A-3: Identify ways to decrease the use of fossil fuels for heating. 

Implementation Action Responsibility Priority/
Timeline Measure of Success 

1 Host a presentation of alternative 
heating fuels, their cost to 
implement, and available 
incentives for residents of Town. 

Planning 
Commission, 
Efficiency 
Vermont, 
Industry 
Professionals. 

Medium 
 
1 -5 
Years 

A presentation is held 
with industry 
professionals to 
showcase alternative 
heating options. 

2 Recalibrate Thermal Sector 
Conversion Targets to better suit 
local conditions. 

  Undertaking a custom 
analysis based upon 
PUC guidance materials 
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From: wdbyselctbdtlindsay@comcast.net
To: Clare Rock
Cc: "Phil and Jayne"; "Ellie & Mike"; "Jayne Nold-Laurendeau"; jschweithelm@gmail.com; "Michael J Sadler";

 onlydavb@yahoo.com
Subject: FW: Woodbury Town Plan - Library addition
Date: Saturday, October 16, 2021 12:34:55 PM

Hello:
 
Please read the email from Laura Massell as it describes workings of the Community
 Library in greater detail. Please add Laura’s comments to your excel spread sheet.
 (Public, Educational, and Recreational Services and Facilities part of the plan).
 
Thank you Clare,
 
Skip
 
Thomas (Skip) Lindsay
Town of Woodbury Planning Commission Chair
1672 Vermont Route 14
P.O. Box 10
Woodbury, Vermont 05681
 
wdbyselctbdtlindsay@comcast.net
MOB: 802.535.8522
 
From: Laura Massell <Laura.Massell@uvm.edu> 
Sent: Friday, October 15, 2021 4:54 PM
To: wdbyselctbdtlindsay@comcast.net
Subject: Woodbury Town Plan - Library addition
 

Hi Skip,

My name is Laura Massell, and I am one of the current Woodbury Community Library
 Trustees. Sara VanHoff, Trustee Chair, asked me to prepare a brief description of the the
 WCL for inclusion in the Town Plan (scroll down). I am not exactly sure where/how it would
 fit, but we hope that you'll find this provides some helpful context for the services provided
 by this important community resource.

 

Please email or call if you have any questions.

 

Thanks! Laura

802-735-6845
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Woodbury Community Library
 
Nestled in the heart of the town center, Woodbury Community Library (WCL) provides a
 variety of engaging resources to kindle curiosity, foster literacy and lifelong learning, and
 champion intellectual freedom for people of all ages.
  
In addition to checking out items from our own regularly updated book and magazine
 collection, Woodbury residents can request books from anywhere in Vermont through an
 easy-to-use interlibrary loan system; these items are delivered weekly to WCL for local pick
 up. For patrons who enjoy e-books and audio formats, WCL’s subscription to the Green
 Mountain Library Consortium allows WCL card holders to borrow these materials at no charge
 – to use on their own device, or one of the Library’s e-readers, also available for loan.
 
The Library offers free public access to high speed internet in the building during open hours,
 and on the grounds 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Laptops, headsets, and a printer are also
 available for public use.
  
WCL communicates with the public through social media platforms and its website, from
 which patrons can also browse the collection. WCL hosts periodic programming such as story
 hours, demonstrations, lectures and other events free to the public, and is involved in
 Woodbury Elementary School’s afterschool program.
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From: Laura Massell
To: Skip Lindsay
Subject: Fwd: Woodbury Community Library statement for Town Plan Document - please use this instead.
Date: Saturday, October 16, 2021 7:44:17 AM

Hi Skip, 
Please use this text for the Town plan document to highlight existing Woodbury assets.

Great Additions from Stephen Murphy 

Woodbury Community Library

In 1894, the Vermont Legislature passed “An Act to Promote the Establishment of
 Free Public Libraries,” a law providing up to $100.00 to any Vermont town for the
 purpose of purchasing books and establishing a free public library. In 1895, forty-one
 towns including Woodbury each formed such a library—thus began Woodbury
 Town Library, located in Town Hall, with a collection by 1896 of approximately 100
 books. In 1898, the renamed Woodbury Public Library, under librarian B.H.
 Daniels, owned 229 volumes.

According to the book, “Where The Books Are: History & Architecture of Vermont’s
 Public Libraries with Photos & Anecdotes” by Patricia and John Belding, by 1930 the
 Library’s books were classified, lettered, and labeled. Around this time, the Library
 was located in a general store owned by J.A. Thorpe; his wife was the librarian; and
 patrons could visit the Library whenever the store was open. In 1953, the Library
 relocated to the local Grange Hall where it resided rent-free for 20 years. In 1973, the
 Library moved into the basement of the Town Clerk’s Office, which itself was built in
 the Greek Revival style in approximately 1845 and served as a school until 1940. In
 1991, town residents held a “barn raising” to construct a one-room library building
 adjacent to the Woodbury Elementary School Annex/Community Room, in order to
 house the school’s book collection. During the 1994-95 academic year, Woobury
 Public Library moved from the Town Clerk’s Office into that library building, and thus
 became Woodbury Community Library (WCL). 

Today, nestled in the heart of Woodbury Village—near the School, ballfields, gardens,
 and Town Wetland—the Library is a municipal organization governed by an elected
 Board of Trustees, funded by the town and through fundraising. The Library fulfills its
 mission by providing a variety of engaging resources to kindle curiosity, foster
 literacy and lifelong learning, and champion intellectual freedom for people of all
 ages.
 
Patrons can borrow items from the Library’s collection of regularly updated books and
 magazines, and additionally request books from anywhere in Vermont through an
 easy-to-use interlibrary loan system; these items are delivered weekly to WCL for
 local pick-up. For patrons who enjoy e-books and audio formats, WCL’s subscription
 to the Green Mountain Library Consortium allows them to borrow these materials at
 no charge—to use on their own device, or on a Library e-reader available for loan.

The Library offers free public access to laptop computers, headsets, and a printer as
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 well as high-speed internet service in the building during open hours, and outside by
 wireless connection 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
 
The Library communicates with the public through social media platforms and its
 website, where patrons can browse its collection, get information on news and
 events, and view agendas and minutes of Trustees’ meetings. WCL hosts periodic
 programming such as story hours, demonstrations, lectures and other events free to
 the public. Additionally, the Library collaborates with the School in conducting its
 afterschool program, both utilizing the adjacent Community Room.

The Library values its place in the history and heart of the town—it will strive to serve
 present and future needs, and fulfill its mission to promote curiosity, literacy, learning,
 and intellectual freedom for all.

———

Excerpt:

Title: Where The Books Are: History & Architecture of Vermont’s Public Libraries with
 Photos & Anecdotes.
Author: Patricia W. Belding
Photos: John C. Belding
Copyright: 1996
Potash Brook Publishing
Woodbury Community Library - Woodbury Center

The Woodbury Community Library, one of the newer of the 14 such libraries in the state,
 shares a small clapboard building beside the Woodbury Elementary School, located off VT
 Route 14 in the Center. In 1991, town residents held a “barn raising” (or “library raising”)
 event and put up the one-room building to house the school’s book collection. During the
 1994-95 academic year, the Woobury Public Library books were moved from their former
 location in the town clerk’s building. 

A century before, at the 1895 March meeting, the Woodbury Town Library was established,
 joining 40 other Vermont libraries that accepted the law of 1894 that year. By 1898, B.Y.
 Daniels was in charge of 229 volumes and at the following March meeting, the trustees
 reported that 38 books had been purchased from R.H. White & Company of Boston for
 $23.04 (60 cents each!), with shipping charges of $1.50.

By 1930, the books had been classified, lettered, and labeled, and children were taking a great
 interest in reading. At about this time, the library was located in J.A. Thorpe’s general store
 with his wife as librarian and could be visited whenever the store was open. In 1932, the
 Hardwick library donated four new books, while eight small ones for children were bought
 with money from fines. 

In 1953, the local grange chose the library as their project and offered rent-free space in their
 hall. Here the books were kept for 20 years until they were moved in 1973 to a former Greek
 Revival school built about 1860 on the main highway. Volunteers painted and carpeted a
 basement room in preparation for the move. In 1986, David Mamet—Pulitzer Prize winner
 for drama in 1984—donated his complete works to the library. At the time, he was
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 Woodbury’s unofficial poet-in-residence . 

The present library with its physically-accessible entrance and rest room is lighted by a bank
 of large windows on one side. There is talk of an addition since the space is quite limited for
 the 89 students and the other 680 town residents. 

On Oct 12, 2021, at 12:10 PM, Laura Massell <Laura.Massell@uvm.edu> wrote:

Hi Stephen, Here's draft statement for inclusion in the Town Plan. It's due 10/18.
 trying to abide by open meeting regs, I am sending individual trustees a copy and
 asking for suggestions to move this forward by the due date. I tried to not over
 promise or be too specific about hours and library roles and staff.Please email
 me with suggestions or corrections by 10.15.21. Thank you! 

Woodbury Community Library

Nestled in the heart of the town center, Woodbury Community Library (WCL)
 provides a variety of engaging resources to kindle curiosity, foster literacy and
 lifelong learning, and champion intellectual freedom for people of all ages. 

In addition to checking out items from our own regularly updated book and
 magazine collection, Woodbury residents can request books from anywhere in
 Vermont through an easy-to-use interlibrary loan system; these items are
 delivered weekly to WCL for local pick up. For patrons that enjoy e-books and
 audio formats, WCL’s subscription to the Green Mountain Library Consortium
 allows WCL card holders to borrow these materials at no charge – to use on their
 own device, or one of the Library’s e-readers, also available for loan.

The Library offers free public access to high speed internet in the building during
 open hours, and on the grounds 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Laptops,
 headsets, and a printer are also available for public use.

WCL communicates with the public through social media platforms and its
 website, from which patrons can also browse the collection. WCL hosts periodic
 programming such as story hours, demonstrations, lectures and other events
 free to the public, and is involved in Woodbury Elementary School’s afterschool
 program.
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From: wdbyselctbdtlindsay@comcast.net
To: Clare Rock
Subject: FW: Comments on Draft Town Plan
Date: Monday, October 18, 2021 9:08:50 AM
Attachments: IN RE PETITION OF APPLE HILL SOLAR LLC, 2021 VT 69.pdf

Untitled attachment 02473.htm

Hi Clare:
 
Just read this. Please add to your comment’s spreadsheet.
 
Thank you,
 
Skip
 
Thomas (Skip) Lindsay
Town of Woodbury Planning Commission Chair
1672 Vermont Route 14
P.O. Box 10
Woodbury, Vermont 05681
 
wdbyselctbdtlindsay@comcast.net
MOB: 802.535.8522
 
From: Stephen Murphy <sjmurphy@murphysworkshop.com> 
Sent: Saturday, October 16, 2021 7:53 PM
To: Thomas Lindsay <wdbyselctbdtlindsay@comcast.net>; Michael Gray
 <grhayes1956@comcast.net>; Jim Schweithelm <jschweithelm@gmail.com>; Michael Sadler
 <michael@mjsadler.com>; dave barnowski <onlydavb@yahoo.com>; Jayne Nold-Laurendeau
 <nldwic@gmail.com>
Cc: Michael Gray <grhayes1956@comcast.net>; Paul Cerutti <pcwoodbury@gmail.com>; Chris C.
 Koteas <gkoteas@norwich.edu>
Subject: Comments on Draft Town Plan
 
Dear Planning Commission,
 
Thank you for your work in completing the Draft Town Plan. Please consider the following comments
 and proposed changes.
 
Clarify, Coordinate, and Assert Community Standards
 
I urge you to clarify, coordinate, and assert community standards regarding the regulation of
 development, thereby ensuring that those standards are legally enforceable.
 
The Draft states that the town plan is, “to be used as a . . . source for community standards in state
 regulatory proceedings.” Page 6.
 

Comments on 09172021 draft Woodbury Town Plan collated on 10182021 15
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ROBINSON, J.


¶ 1. Following a remand from this Court, the Public Utility Commission (PUC) denied petitioner's request for a certificate
of public good (CPG) to construct a 2.0 megawatt (MW) solar facility on Apple Hill in the Town of Bennington, Vermont.
Petitioner appeals, arguing that the PUC erred in: (1) denying its request to amend its petition; (2) concluding that the
Bennington Town Plan and Bennington Regional Plan contained clear community standards and that the project would
violate those standards; (3) applying the "modified Quechee" standard in the aesthetics analysis without having gone
through rulemaking; (4) treating the provisions of the Bennington Town Plan as if they were binding zoning ordinances in
violation of 24 V.S.A. § 4413; (5) failing to consider the positive benefits of the project with respect to greenhouse-gas
emissions in the contexts of its aesthetics analysis; and (6) applying vague and standardless tests in violation of its
constitutional rights. As discussed below, we reject significant portions of the PUC's rationale for denying petitioner a
CPG, and we therefore reverse and remand for additional proceedings.


I. Prior Proceedings


¶ 2. This case is before us for a second time. The PUC initially granted petitioner's request for a CPG. Neighbors
appealed, challenging the PUC's conclusions that the project would not unduly interfere with the orderly development of
the region or have an undue adverse effect on aesthetics. See 30 V.S.A. §§ 248(b)(1), (5) (requiring findings to this
effect for issuance of CPG). We reversed and remanded for additional proceedings, holding that the PUC's conclusions
on these points were unsupported by its findings and the evidence. See In re Apple Hill Solar LLC (Apple Hill I), 2019
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VT 64, ¶ 14, 211 Vt. 54, 219 A.3d 1295.


¶ 3. More specifically, in concluding that the project would not unduly interfere with the orderly development of the
region, the PUC relied heavily on its conclusion that the Town itself took the position that the project would not deviate
from the requirements of the Town Plan. Id. ¶¶ 29-30; see also 30 V.S.A. § 248(b)(1) (requiring finding that project would
"not unduly interfere with the orderly development of the region with due consideration having been given to the
recommendations of the municipal and regional planning commissions, the recommendations of the municipal
legislative bodies, and the land conservation measures contained in the plan of any affected municipality"). We
concluded that the Town had not in fact taken such a position but in fact had repeatedly emphasized that it took no
position as to whether the project complied with the Town Plan. Apple Hill I, 2019 VT 64, ¶ 30. For that reason, we
concluded that the PUC erred by deferring "to a position the Town did not actually take." Id. We directed the PUC on
remand "to assess the impact of the project on the orderly development of the region in light of the Town Plan without
consideration of the selectboard's purported position on the subject." Id. ¶ 31.


¶ 4. With respect to aesthetics under 30 V.S.A. § 248(b)(5), the PUC applied a modified version of the Quechee test to
evaluate if a project's adverse aesthetic effect would be undue. Id. ¶ 33. Under this test,


[a]n adverse effect is not undue if the project will not violate a clear, written community standard intended
to preserve the aesthetics or scenic, natural beauty of the area and will not offend the sensibilities of the
average person, and the applicant will take generally available mitigating steps that a reasonable person
would take to improve the harmony of the proposed project with its surroundings.


Id. (quotations omitted). "Town plans may be sources of clear, written community standards." Id.


¶ 5. The PUC's conclusion on aesthetics rested in part on a determination that the Bennington Town Plan did not
constitute "a clear, written community standard intended to preserve aesthetics." Id. ¶ 32. According to the PUC, the
Town treated its plan "like a zoning ordinance . . . subject to varied application" and took different positions on whether
"development of commercial solar-generation facilities" was allowed in the Rural Conservation District, where the
proposed facility would be located. Id. ¶ 34 (quotation marks omitted). The PUC deemed the Town's decision not to
oppose the project a failure to "clearly and consistently apply the language of the Town Plan" and concluded, as a result,
that the 2010 Town Plan "no longer serve[d] as a clear, written community standard that unequivocally identif[ied] the
Rural Conservation District as a resource that need[ed] protection." Id. (quotation marks omitted).


¶ 6. We reversed this conclusion because the evidence that the PUC appeared to rely on—the Town's decision not to
affirmatively argue that the project violated the Town Plan, the Town attorney's opinion and advice to the selectboard
before it made its decision, and the Town Planner's testimony—did not show that the Town inconsistently applied the
standards for the Rural Conservation District. Id. ¶ 37. "We accordingly direct[ed] the PUC to determine whether the
project violates those standards in assessing whether the project's adverse effects [were] undue." Id. ¶ 36.


¶ 7. We did not address the substance of any purported standards in Apple Hill I. We emphasized that our determination
—that the evidence relied upon by the PUC did not support its conclusion that the Town Plan did not "constitute a clear,
written community standard intended to protect aesthetics"—was not intended to suggest that the project necessarily
violated such a standard. Id. ¶ 41. We held only that the PUC erred in declining to actually apply clear, written standards
in the Town Plan in evaluating whether the project's adverse effect would be undue. Id. We added that, in applying this
standard on remand, the PUC must also address whether the project violated "the specific design standards in the Rural
Conservation District," including that development could not "be sited in prominently visible locations on hillsides or
ridgelines, [must] utilize earth tone colors and non-reflective materials on exterior surfaces of all structures, and must
minimize clearing of natural vegetation." Id. ¶ 41 n.14 (quotation marks omitted).


II. Decision on Remand


¶ 8. The parties agreed that no additional evidence was necessary on remand. A hearing officer subsequently
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recommended that the PUC deny the CPG. He concluded that the facility would unduly interfere with the orderly
development of the region because it was inconsistent with the Town and Regional Plans, and that it would have an
undue adverse impact on aesthetics and the scenic or natural beauty of the area because it violated clear community
standards in the Town Plan.


¶ 9. Several months after this decision—and just before argument in front of the PUC— petitioner attempted to amend
its petition over the opposition of the Agency of Natural Resources. The PUC denied petitioner's request to amend,
finding that it proposed significant changes and essentially sought review of a new project. It considered the request
inappropriate, untimely, and outside the scope of its review on remand.


¶ 10. On the merits of the CPG, the PUC adopted the hearing officer's proposed decision, which reflects the following.
The facility would be built in the Town's Rural Conservation District. It would abut the site of another proposed facility
(Willow Road) on a 27-acre parcel on Apple Hill. The facility would be topographically sloped from a high elevation of
778 feet at the northeast corner to a low point of 675 feet near the southwest corner. The overall grade is approximately
10% with a total vertical change of 103 feet over 1028 feet. The racking system would be painted matte black like the
color of the nonreflective solar panels. The facility would require 9.67 acres of clearcutting.


¶ 11. During the winter leaf-off conditions, the facility would be visible from various locations, including: the Vermont
Welcome Center south of the base of Apple Hill; from the west, to vehicles heading north on heavily traveled U.S. Route
7; from the closest residence to the facility, which was approximately 400 feet to the north-northeast; and from the Mt.
Anthony Country Club, which was approximately 6200 feet southwest of the facility. It would be minimally visible from
the observation windows at the Bennington Battle Monument.


¶ 12. In considering orderly development under 30 V.S.A. § 248(b)(1), the hearing officer looked to the Town and
Regional Plans. The Town Plan defined Rural Conservation Districts as "valley areas outside the urban growth area"
that are "set aside to conserve their rural and open space character." RCDs are intended "to preserve traditional low-
density rural and agricultural uses while accommodating low-density residential development in a manner that avoids
the need for a public water supply and public sewer systems." The highway interchange at the junction of U.S. Route 7
and VT Route 279 served as the southwestern corner of the RCD at issue here, and it was surrounded by other types of
zoning districts. The junction served as a boundary between developed urban and industrial areas in the western,
central, and southern portions of Bennington, and minimally developed rural and agricultural areas in northeastern
Bennington.


¶ 13. The Town Plan allowed development to occur outside the urban growth area but required that it be much less
concentrated and not include new commercial uses unless such uses were compatible with the area's rural character.
The Plan also contained specific design standards applicable to any new development in the RCDs, including that "
[d]evelopment in the area cannot be sited in prominently visible locations on hillsides or ridgelines." The hearing officer
concluded that these design standards are specific land-conservation measures contemplated by § 248(b)(1) and
specifically applicable to the facility site in this case.


¶ 14. Like the Bennington Town Plan, the Bennington County Regional Plan provided that rural development "should
occur as relatively compact and cohesive units that serve to reinforce, rather than replace, the region's rural character,"
and that "[f]uture development should be concentrated in and around growth centers; that is, the urban centers and
villages in the region." The Plan emphasized that "the demarcation between growth centers and the rural environment
should be quite distinct." To avoid sprawl and preserve the region's distinctive rural character and appeal, the plan
therefore "direct[ed] new growth to urban and village areas and allows the type of development in rural areas that will
not prove costly to municipalities nor detract from the region's rural character."


¶ 15. Based on these and other findings, the hearing officer concluded that the proposed facility would unduly interfere
with the orderly development of the region. He found that clearing 9.67 acres of existing vegetation in a prominently
visible location on a hillside ran directly afoul of the specific design standards in the Town Plan and the orderly
development of the region. As viewed from the Vermont Welcome Center, the facility would create a "black box" on the
hillside that would "stick out like a sore thumb" on forested Apple Hill. It would appear as further growth along the







highway and be visible to local and regional visitors; what they would see would deviate from the Regional Plan, which
supported the Town Plan's vision for that well-traveled part of Bennington. It would break down the demarcation
between the urban growth area and the RCD and exemplify the sprawling-out of an urban center with the result that the
views toward the facility would cause Apple Hill to lose some of its rural character and appeal. The hearing officer found
that these facility impacts violated both Plans and would have a regional impact.


¶ 16. The hearing officer considered petitioner's various arguments concerning orderly development. He rejected as
counterfactual petitioner's assertion that the facility was not on a hillside and would not be visible. He acknowledged that
two smaller solar plants were located in the RCD but found them distinguishable in location, size, and character. Having
concluded that the facility would be a commercial development incompatible with the rural character of the area and be
sited in a prominently visible location on a hillside, the hearing officer found it unnecessary to address petitioner's
arguments that the project would satisfy the remaining design requirements for development within the RCD.


¶ 17. In addition to his conclusions concerning "orderly development," the hearing officer also concluded that the facility
would have an undue adverse impact on aesthetics and on the scenic or natural beauty of the area. He found that the
Town Plan sought to conserve scenic resources by identifying specific, actionable requirements, and it thus constituted
a clear, written community standard under the Quechee test. He relied on many of the same findings discussed above,
including the wooded, sloping nature of the project site; the facility's visibility; visual incongruities created by the facility;
and the defining characteristics and primary purpose of the RCD where the facility would be located. Consistent with the
discussion of the Town Plan language as a land-conservation measure under § 248(b)(1), he concluded that the facility
violated this clear, written community standard.


¶ 18. More specifically, the hearing officer identified the following requirements for development in the RCD: (1)
development shall not include new commercial uses unless such uses are compatible with the rural character of the
area; (2) no development may be sited in prominently visible locations on hillsides or ridgelines; (3) any development
must utilize earth-tone colors and nonreflective materials on exterior surfaces of all structures; and (4) any development
must minimize the clearing of natural vegetation.


¶ 19. He found that the facility violated the first two requirements. It proposed a new commercial use that was not
compatible with the rural character of the area. It would be a further extension of the industrial growth of the Town
beyond the urban growth area and it would appear as such. The 9.67 acres of clearcutting for the facility would be
visible from various public and private views and it would look significantly out of context with the currently wooded view
of Apple Hill and the less-developed RCD behind it. While petitioner had developed an extensive visual-screening plan,
the hearing officer found that the facility would nonetheless remain prominently visible on a hillside above the Vermont
Welcome Center.


¶ 20. In its decision, the PUC considered and rejected petitioner's arguments concerning the hearing officer's
recommendations. Many of these arguments mirror petitioner's claims on appeal, and we discuss these arguments in
greater detail below. Having determined that the project would not serve the public good, the PUC denied petitioner's
request for a CPG. Petitioner moved for reconsideration, which the PUC denied, and this appeal followed.


III. Issues on Appeal


¶ 21. On appeal, petitioner argues that the PUC erred in: denying its request to amend the petition; concluding that the
project violates clear community standards; improperly applying a "modified Quechee" standard in the aesthetics
analysis without having gone through rulemaking; treating the provisions of the Bennington Town Plan as if they were
binding zoning ordinances in violation of 24 V.S.A. § 4413; failing to consider the positive benefits of the project with
respect to greenhouse-gas emissions in the context of its aesthetics analysis; and applying vague and standardless
tests in violation of its constitutional rights.


¶ 22. In reviewing these challenges, "we give great deference to [the PUC's] expertise and judgment and accord a


strong presumption of validity to [its] orders."[1] In re Vt. Elec. Power Co., 2006 VT 69, ¶ 6, 179 Vt. 370, 895 A.2d 226
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(quotations omitted). "We will affirm the PUC's findings unless they are clearly erroneous and its legal conclusions if
they are rationally derived from a correct interpretation of the law and supported by the findings." Apple Hill I, 2019 VT
64, ¶ 27 (quotation omitted). "[I]t is for the [PUC], not this Court, to weigh the evidence and assess the credibility of
witnesses." In re Rutland Renewable Energy, LLC, 2016 VT 50, ¶ 29, 202 Vt. 59, 147 A.3d 621 (quotation omitted).


A. Request to Amend


¶ 23. Petitioner first argues that the PUC erred in denying its motion to amend. As referenced above, petitioner filed
notice that it was amending its petition several months after the hearing officer issued his recommendation on
petitioner's existing CPG petition (which was originally filed in March 2015). Petitioner stated that it would be using the
lot on which the facility would be located as well as an adjoining lot for agricultural use, and it proposed to clear the lots
immediately for such use. It also stated that it would be creating a sheep farm with 50 to 100 sheep and would construct
shelters for the sheep and storage for hemp operations on the project site. Petitioner sought to modify various aspects
of the proposed facility to accommodate the agricultural and sheep operations, including relocating the solar array and
making various aesthetic-related changes to the colors used in the solar project. It also proposed to paint the sheep
houses in vivid colors to "distract from any potential view of the [solar] project."


¶ 24. The PUC denied petitioner's amendment request, finding that petitioner improperly sought review of questions
outside this Court's limited remand order and that its request was untimely. It explained that petitioner proposed
changes which would significantly alter the existing project, despite petitioner's earlier acceptance of the limited scope of
the remand order, and it now asked the PUC to review a different project with new exhibits which post-dated the earlier
final order and remand. It declined to reopen the original petition and hear new evidence.


¶ 25. The PUC explained that its rule allowing amendments "at any time" was subject to jurisdictional and practical
limitations, which applied here to prevent absurd results. Petitioner's interpretation of the rule would allow petitions to be
amended after each denial, affording proposals a potentially infinite lifespan. The PUC emphasized that new projects
must be filed as new projects. The PUC noted that petitioner's motion to amend was also insufficient because
petitioner's proposed activities "present[ed] a threat of substantial harm to very rare and rare plants," which petitioner
failed to address in its amendment request. It thus denied petitioner's request to amend without prejudice to the filing of
a new petition subject to current law.


¶ 26. Petitioner argues on appeal that it is entitled under PUC Rule 2.204(G) to file an amendment "at any time." It
further maintains that the PUC was not limited by this Court's remand order but instead was "free to decide anything not
foreclosed by the mandate," Hall v. City of Los Angeles, 697 F.3d 1059, 1067 (9th Cir. 2012). Petitioner identifies various
issues that it believes were not foreclosed by the mandate here.


¶ 27. Assuming without deciding that the PUC's jurisdiction on remand would have allowed it to grant petitioner's
request to amend, we conclude that the PUC acted within its discretion in denying the request to amend the petition
pursuant to its authority under the rules.


¶ 28. Rule 2.204(G)(1) provides in relevant part: Proposed amendments to any filing may be made at any time. If
unobjected to by any party within ten days of filing or at the commencement of any hearing in which the amended matter
is at issue, whichever is earlier, such amendment shall be deemed effective, except that the Commission may at any
time dismiss any proposed amendments which it finds to have the effect of unreasonably delaying any proceeding or
unreasonably adversely affecting the rights of any party. Where objection is made, amendments shall not be allowed
unless the Commission finds . . . that they will not unreasonably delay any proceeding or unreasonably adversely affect
the rights of any party. . . .
https://puc.vermont.gov/sites/psbnew/files/doc_library/Commission%20Rule%202.200%20%28


¶ 29. The Agency of Natural Resources objected to the proposed amendment, and the PUC did not make the positive
finding required under the rule. To the contrary, the PUC found that the proposed amendment would significantly change
the proposal and that petitioner was essentially seeking review of a new project. It found the request untimely and
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inappropriate. The PUC plainly had authority under its rules to deny the requested amendment—that is the default
position under the rule where an amendment is objected to—and it provided reasonable grounds for its decision. We
find no error.


B. Clear Community Standards


¶ 30. Petitioner next argues that the standards in the Town Plan that were central to the PUC's analysis are not the kind
of clear local development standards that can be relied upon to deny a certificate of public good under § 248, and, even
if they were, the evidence did not support the PUC's conclusion that the Apple Hill project would run afoul of those


standards.[2] These arguments tie into two different aspects of the § 248 analysis and focus on two different provisions


in the Town Plan.[3] Below, we consider whether each of the two relevant provisions constitutes a sufficiently clear
standard to support the denial of a permit, and whether the evidence was sufficient to support the PUC's conclusion.


¶ 31. Local land-use standards as reflected in the Town Plan potentially impact the analysis in this case in two different
ways. Before granting a certificate of public good under § 248, the PUC must find that the project "will not unduly
interfere with the orderly development of the region with due consideration having been given to the recommendations
of the municipal and regional planning commissions, the recommendations of the municipal legislative bodies, and the
land conservation measures contained in the plan of any affected municipality." 30 V.S.A. § 248(b)(1). In contrast to the
Act 250 permitting context, where compliance with duly adopted local or regional plans is a prerequisite to an Act 250
permit, see 10 V.S.A. § 6086(a)(10), for purposes of § 248 review, land-conservation measures in municipal plans are
entitled only to "due consideration." 30 V.S.A. § 248(b)(1). As a consequence, even a clear, written land-conservation
measure in a municipal land-use plan does not present an insurmountable obstacle to approval of a certificate of public
good under § 248.


¶ 32. In addition, to grant petitioner a CPG in this case, the PUC must find that the project "will not have an undue
adverse effect on aesthetics, historic sites, air and water purity, the natural environment, the use of natural resources,
and the public health and safety, with due consideration having been given" to various specified statutory criteria. Id. §
248(b)(5). An adverse effect on aesthetics is not undue under § 248(b)(5) if the project will "not violate a clear, written
community standard intended to preserve the aesthetics or scenic, natural beauty of the area," will "not offend the
sensibilities of the average person," and the applicant will "take generally available mitigating steps that a reasonable
person would take to improve the harmony of the proposed project with its surroundings." Apple Hill I, 2019 VT 64, ¶ 33


(quotations omitted).[4] For purposes of the first prong of this test, "[t]own plans may be sources of clear, written
community standards." Id.


¶ 33. This test derives from Act 250 case law but has been modified to fit the circumstances of § 248 review. Id.
(describing "modified" version of Quechee test from Act 250 cases). In contrast to the Act 250 context, § 248 review
supplants rather than supplements local zoning regulation. Rutland Renewable Energy, LLC, 2016 VT 50, ¶ 18.
Accordingly, in the § 248 context, a standard that might otherwise constitute a "clear, written, community standard"
cannot override the PUC's discretion. Id. ¶¶ 17-18. Rather, the PUC retains the final policy decision and may approve a
project even if it violates a clear, written, community standard. Id. ¶ 18.


¶ 34. In this case, the PUC relied primarily on two provisions in the Town Plan relating to the Rural Conservation District,
where the proposed project was to be located. First, with respect to the RCD, the Town Plan explains, "The purpose of
the Rural Conservation Districts is to preserve this distinctive rural character while accommodating low density
residential development. . . . Agriculture, forestry, very low density single-family residential development, and certain
limited uses that are suitable in rural areas are permitted in the district." The PUC concluded that these and other
provisions embodied a standard that the Rural Conservation District "shall not include new commercial uses unless
such uses are compatible with the rural character of the area." Second, the Town Plan contains specific design
standards for new development in the Rural Conservation District: "Development . . . cannot be sited in prominently
visible locations on hillsides or ridgelines, shall utilize earth tone colors and non-reflective materials on exterior surfaces
of all structures, and must minimize clearing of natural vegetation."
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¶ 35. The first of these design standards-prohibiting prominently visible development on hillsides and ridgelines—played
a significant role in the PUC's analysis. The PUC's analysis of the Regional Plan was more sparse, but it relied on
statements in the Regional Plan favoring future development in and around urban centers and villages and calling for
distinct demarcation between growth centers and the rural environment. Following this guidance in the Town and
Regional Plans, the PUC concluded that the project would violate clear, written community standards, and thus unduly
interfere with the orderly development of the region and would have an undue adverse impact, because the project
would be incompatible with the rural character of the area and prominently visible on the hillside. With respect to each of
these two considerations, we consider whether the standard is sufficiently clear, and whether the PUC's findings and
conclusions were supported by the evidence.


1. No Development Incompatible with Rural Character of the Area


¶ 36. We conclude that the PUC erred in relying on its conclusion that the project would violate a clear, written standard
in the Town Plan and Regional Plan favoring development consistent with the rural character of the Rural Conservation
District because the broad and general statements in the Town and Regional Plans are not sufficiently specific to
constitute a basis for denying a permit under § 248. We consider the legal significance of the provision calling for
development consistent with the rural character of the Rural Conservation District for purposes of the aesthetics
analysis and the orderly development analysis, respectively.


a. 30 V.S.A. § 248(b)(5) (Aesthetics)


¶ 37. Our case law supports the conclusion that indications in the Town and Regional Plans that development in the
Rural Conservation District or outside of the urban center should be compatible with the area's rural character are not
clear, written community standards such that violation renders the project's adverse impact undue under § 248(b)(5).


¶ 38. In determining whether a project's adverse impact would be undue, the PUC should consider whether it would
violate a clear, written community standard. See Apple Hill I, 2019 VT 64, ¶¶ 32-41 (reviewing PUC's conclusions
regarding whether Town Plan was source of clear, written standards). In In re UPC Vermont Wind, LLC, we considered
whether broad language concerning preservation of the rural character of an area constitutes the kind of clear, written
community standard that renders an adverse aesthetic impact undue under § 248(b)(5). 2009 VT 19, ¶¶ 37-38, 185 Vt.
296, 969 A.2d 144. In appealing the PUC's grant of a certificate of public good under § 248 for the construction of a
wind-generation facility, opponents of the project pointed to language in the regional plan identifying the area
surrounding the proposed project as a "`rural area' where there should be `very little commercial or industrial
development, unless it occurred in an established industrial park, in an area specifically designated in the local zoning
bylaw.'" Id. ¶ 25 (alteration omitted). They also cited provisions providing that development in the area should be
compatible with existing land uses and development patterns. Id.


¶ 39. On appeal, we concluded that the cited provisions of the regional plan did not constitute a clear, written community
standard:


The [PUC] properly concluded that the provisions of the regional plan identified by the Town of Sutton
were not sufficiently specific to constitute a clear written community standard that would prohibit the
development at issue here.


As the [PUC] explained, to satisfy this standard, a provision must be "intended to preserve the aesthetics
or scenic beauty of the area" where the proposed project is located and must apply to specific resources
in the proposed project area. The plan here did not identify any particular scenic area for preservation
that would be affected by the project. Instead, it recommended that there be limited development in the
"rural area" districts that made up large portions of the Northeast Kingdom, and stated that development
"should be" compatible with existing land use. Unlike the provisions at issue in the Environmental Board
cases upon which [the appellant] relies, these general statements of preferred, rather than mandated,
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objectives are far too open-ended to constitute a clear, community written standard that would put UPC
on notice that its project was prohibited.


Id. ¶¶ 37-38; cf. In re Woodstock Cmty. Tr. & Hous. Vt. PRD, 2012 VT 87, ¶¶ 32-33, 192 Vt. 474, 60 A.3d 686 (holding in
context of Act 250 proceeding that language in town plan emphasizing the prime importance to quality of life and
character of town of its "open fields and meadows, . . . wooded hillsides, forests, stream corridors and other natural
vistas" did not constitute clear, written community standard for purposes of undue-adverse-impact analysis).


¶ 40. In a related but distinct context, we evaluated the clarity of language in a town plan that was almost identical to the
language relied upon by the PUC in this case. In re Chaves Act 250 Permit Reconsider, 2014 VT 5, 195 Vt. 467, 93
A.3d 69, clarified on other grounds by In re B&M Realty, LLC, 2016 VT 114, ¶ 31 n.2, 203 Vt. 438, 158 A.3d 754 ("We
clarify here that we review without deference the environmental court's interpretation of the terms of a regional plan as
well as its legal conclusion that a project does or does not conform to a regional plan."). In Chaves, neighbors who
appealed the award of an Act 250 permit for a sand-and-gravel quarry argued that the project violated a provision in the
town plan describing the purpose of the district where the project would be located as to "provide for agriculture,
forestry, low-density residential development and other compatible land uses in a manner that maintains the Town's rural
character, scenic landscape and natural resources." Id. ¶ 40. We affirmed the Environmental Division's conclusion that
the language did not create a specific policy prohibiting the project for purposes of 10 V.S.A. § 6086(a)(1). Id. ¶ 41. We
explained, "The language relied on by neighbors is broad and nonregulatory, espousing general policies about
maintaining features, protecting valuable areas, and minimizing impacts, but contains no specific requirements that are
legally enforceable." Id. We also noted that the town plan expressed other general aspirations which would favor the
proposed development. Id. ¶ 42. Though the context of our observation was different—we were applying a factor in an
Act 250 case which does not have an exact counterpart under § 248—our description of the breadth and generality of
this language applies equally well in this context.


¶ 41. We recognize that Act 250 and § 248 involve distinct regulatory regimes, and, as neighbors argue, tests imported
from Act 250 may apply differently in the § 248 context. For that reason, we have modified the Quechee test in the
context of § 248 proceedings so that local standards that might otherwise appear to be clear, written community
standards cannot operate to preclude a certificate of public good under § 248 for a solar development project. Rutland
Renewable Energy, LLC, 2016 VT 50, ¶¶ 17-18. But the differences between the regimes do not support the very
different conclusion that broad, aspirational language in a town plan that would not constitute a clear, written community
standard for Act 250 purposes can operate as if it were a clear, written community standard for purposes of precluding a
permit under § 248. Our endorsement in Rutland Renewable Energy, LLC of the distinction between the application of
the Quechee test in the context of Act 250 versus § 248 reflected an acknowledgment of the primacy of PUC discretion
over municipal requirements in the context of § 248 permitting. It does not support treating broad and general language
in a municipal plan as a clear, written community standard.


¶ 42. Because we conclude that the general language about preserving the rural character of the entire Rural
Conservation District is not the kind of specific, clear, written standard that can render an adverse impact undue under §
248(b)(1), we need not address petitioner's challenge to the PUC's assessment of the evidence relative to this factor,
nor petitioner's challenge to the PUC's suggestion that a solar-generation facility is incompatible with rural surroundings.


b. 30 V.S.A. § 248(b)(1) (Orderly Development)


¶ 43. As noted above, provisions in the town and regional plans may be relevant to the "orderly development" analysis if
they contain "land conservation measures." 30 V.S.A. § 248(b)(1). For the same reasons that the general goal of
protecting the rural character of land in the Rural Conservation District is not a clear, written community standard for
purposes of the undue-adverse-impact analysis, it does not qualify as a "land conservation measure"-a phrase that
suggests more than a general statement of principles. Cf. In re Acorn Energy Solar 2, LLC, 2021 VT 3, ¶ 92, ___ Vt.
___, 251 A.3d 899 (noting that "in making the orderly development finding, [the PUC] must only consider compliance
with town plans to the extent they qualify as land conservation measures. . . ."). For the above reasons, we conclude
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that the PUC erred in concluding that the project would interfere with the orderly development of the region and cause
undue adverse impact on the ground that is incompatible with the rural character of the area where it is sited.


2. No Development Sited in Prominently Visible Locations on Hillsides


¶ 44. The second pertinent standard relied upon by the PUC in its aesthetics and orderly development analysis is the
design standard providing that "development . . . cannot be sited in prominently visible locations on hillsides."


¶ 45. In contrast to the broad and general language relating to the preservation of the rural character of the project's
surroundings, this design standard has the kind of specificity that qualifies as a clear, written community standard for
purposes of the aesthetics analysis, and it amounts to a land-conservation measure for purposes of the orderly
development analysis. We reject petitioner's argument that the absence of a more precise definition of "hillside" and
"prominently visible" render the requirements impermissibly vague. We are not persuaded otherwise by the Act 250
cases cited by petitioner. See, e.g., In re Kisiel, 172 Vt. 124, 130, 772 A.2d 135, 139-40 (2000) (concluding in context of
Act 250 permitting proceeding that in face of debate as to whether proposed project on slopes ranging between 5-20%
would constitute development on "steep" slopes, the town plan goal of preventing development on "steep slopes" was a
"nonregulatory abstraction"); In re Green Peak Estates, 154 Vt. 363, 367, 369, 577 A.2d 676, 678-79 (1990) (similarly
considering Criterion 10 of Act 250, and affirming finding that project would not conform to regional plan because it
would violate "specific policy" prohibiting "residential development on slopes exceeding twenty percent").


¶ 46. In Kisiel, the Court wrestled with a provision in a town plan that defined—with reference to gradients—slight,
moderate, severe, and extreme slopes, and provided that "steep slopes and hillsides" are generally unsuitable for
development. 172 Vt. at 130, 772 A.2d at 139. Without any indication in the town plan or town ordinances as to what
degree of slope qualified as "steep," we concluded that there was no objective measure to guide enforcement of the
steep-slope prohibition, and there was no basis for the Board to conclude that the project was not in compliance with the
policy. Id. By contrast, in this case, the applicable design precludes development on hillsides that is "prominently
visible." This descriptor establishes a specific, actionable requirement and it is not contradicted by other goals.


¶ 47. The more difficult question is whether the evidence supports the PUC's conclusion that the project would be
prominently visible on the hillside. The PUC found that the clearcutting required for the project would be visible from
various views and would be significantly out of context with the currently wooded view of Apple Hill and the less-
developed RCD beyond it. The PUC determined that the whole ten-acre facility on the currently forested Apple Hill,
including both the fence and the solar panels, would be sited in a prominently visible location on a hillside above the
Vermont Welcome Center. It found that a portion of the facility would be visible from the Bennington Battle Monument
and the whole facility would be prominently visible from the golf course.


¶ 48. The PUC found that petitioner's own exhibits rebutted its claim that its project would not undermine or degrade the
visual quality of the "clear scenic" broader landscape. Petitioner's aesthetics consultant concluded that "the unique form
and visual qualities of the facility relative to the existing conditions and topography would create visual incongruities."
With respect to petitioner's argument that the project would not be on a hillside, the PUC found that petitioner's own
aesthetics consultant acknowledged that there was a moderate slope of approximately 9-to-15% at the site.


¶ 49. In its decision on reconsideration, the PUC also rejected petitioner's reliance on a 2008 photograph of the view of
the project site from the golf club, the same photograph petitioner cites in this appeal, to assert that the facility could not
be seen from that location. The PUC observed that, even after being criticized by the intervenors for failing to do so,
petitioner did not file a simulation supporting its argument that the facility would not be visible from the golf club, as it did
for other views. The PUC explained that the photograph, which had a red arrow pointing to the hillside, did not show ten
acres of clearcutting and installation of a solar facility. The PUC was unpersuaded that, if ten acres of trees were
removed from the spot where the red arrow met Apple Hill in the photo, and a solar facility was installed in its place, the
facility would not be visible to a viewer with the naked eye. It reiterated that the proposed facility would cut a ten-acre
hole into the wooded hillside and install nearly ten acres of solar panels, significantly modifying the conserved, rural
character of the area and violating the town and regional plans.
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¶ 50. The PUC's findings are supported by the evidence, and the findings support its conclusion that the facility would
be "sited in a prominently visible location on a hillside" in violation of a clear, written community standard and in violation
of a land-conservation measure in the Town Plan. Petitioner's evidence and simulations support the PUC's findings on
this point, including the visibility of the project, on a hillside, during winter leaf-off conditions from various vantage points,
including from the heavily traveled Route 7 and from the Vermont Welcome Center. This alone is sufficient to show that
the project would violate the standard in the Town Plan: it would be sited in a prominently visible location on a hillside. It
is on the front of the hillside facing the highway, and it is visible from multiple vantage points, including the Vermont
Welcome Center.


¶ 51. A photograph of the view from the golf club, introduced by intervenors, also supports the finding that the facility
would be visible from the golf course, as does the prefiled testimony of Joseph Schoenig and the report he submitted.
Mr. Schoenig is a resident of Apple Hill; he previously worked as a project engineer and project manager as well as the
owner and president of a construction company. He reviewed the materials submitted in this case and took photographs
of the proposed project area over several years, in all four seasons, from various vantage points. He also created scaled
drawings to better depict the project's visibility, stating that they provided more realistic views than the simulations
offered by petitioner. Based on his drawings, he stated that petitioner's attempts to screen the facility would be
ineffective. He also testified that the project was on a hill. He concluded that the project would be visible based on
petitioner's evidence, and he explained that he had also taken photographs of other views that were not submitted by
petitioner, including various views from neighboring property. He testified that if the trees on the project site were
removed, the project would be clearly visible from neighboring property. He also discussed the possibility of glare from
the solar panels being visible from the golf club, notwithstanding the club's distance from the project, citing the glare
from another solar project in support of this position. Mr. Schoenig stated that, even if petitioner could screen the panels
from neighboring property, it would plainly be visible from various sites in Bennington and it would be inconsistent with
the landscape expected by visitors and residents as they passed through the area. The PUC cited Mr. Schoenig's
testimony in support of its decision.


¶ 52. We reject petitioner's assertion that the PUC was limited to assessing the project's visibility from "the base of the
hill looking up"; the citations it provides to the Town Plan do not support this contention. In fact, our case law is to the
contrary. See Rutland Renewable Energy, LLC, 2016 VT 50, ¶ 20 ("In determining whether there has been an undue
adverse impact, considering the sensibilities of the average person, the [PUC] can and should consider all vantage
points, including from private property."). We note, in any event, that the hearing officer found that the project was similar
to one of the examples set forth in the Town Plan in that both showed facilities that "significantly impact the natural
appeal of the hillside view."


¶ 53. Petitioner raises numerous additional arguments that essentially challenge the PUC's evaluation of the weight of
the evidence. In arguing that the project would not be visible from the neighbor's properties or the Vermont Welcome
Center, petitioner relies on evidence rejected by the PUC. Petitioner's assertion that the facility cannot be seen except
by a drone is at odds with the PUC's findings and the evidence discussed above. And though petitioner challenges the
PUC's description of the project as creating a "black box" on the hillside, we conclude based upon our review of the
evidence that that description is not clearly erroneous. We defer to the PUC as factfinder, and we do not reweigh the
evidence on appeal. Based on the evidence and its findings, the PUC acted within its discretion in determining that the
project would have an undue adverse aesthetic effect under 30 V.S.A. § 230(b)(5). See In re Denio, 158 Vt. 230, 239,
608 A.2d 1166, 1171 (1992) ("Determining the degree of adverse aesthetic effect is a matter of weighing of the
evidence, a role for the [PUC] rather than for this Court."), cited in In re Cross Pollination, 2012 VT 29, ¶ 13, 191 Vt. 631,
47 A.3d 1285 (mem.).


C. The Modified Quechee Test and the Vermont Administrative Procedure
Act


¶ 54. Petitioner asserts that the PUC cannot use the Quechee test in the context of its aesthetics analysis because it
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has not adopted it as a rule under the Vermont Administrative Procedure Act (VAPA). See 3 V.S.A. § 863. Petitioner
contends that the test is an "agency statement of general applicability which implements, interprets, or prescribes law or
policy," In re Woodford Packers, Inc., 2003 VT 60, ¶ 15, 175 Vt. 579, 830 A.2d 100 (mem.) (quotation omitted), and that
the PUC must engage in rulemaking before applying it.


¶ 55. In rejecting this argument, the PUC explained that it was imbued by statute with "the powers of a court of record,"
and that this Court had long recognized its authority to serve as a quasi-judicial body. See 30 V.S.A. § 9 (providing that
PUC has "the powers of a court of record in the determination and adjudication of all matters over which it is given
jurisdiction" and "may render judgments, make orders and decrees, and enforce the same by any suitable process
issuable by courts in this State"). When acting in a quasi-judicial capacity, it was required to follow the substantive
standards set forth by statute and the procedural requirements set forth in its procedural rules. It could rely upon its own
precedent in interpreting statutes. The PUC explained that, when an administrative agency sits in its quasi-judicial
capacity, it renders decisions as a court would with an accompanying legal analysis, which differs from rulemaking.


¶ 56. We agree with the PUC's analysis. We have repeatedly "approved the use of the Quechee test by the [PUC] in
reviewing a permit for a CPG," Rutland Renewable Energy, LLC, 2016 VT 50, ¶ 14, including in the instant case, see
Apple Hill I, 2019 VT 64, ¶ 41 (directing PUC to "apply the standard in the Town Plan in evaluating whether the project's
adverse effect would be undue"). The PUC has quasi-judicial powers, and like a court, it can develop law, tests, and
rules through its decisions. See In re SolarCity Corp., 2019 VT 23, ¶¶ 11-13, 210 Vt. 51, 210 A.3d 1255 (recognizing
PUC as an "administrative agency that possesses quasi-judicial powers" and describing PUC's powers); see also 1 C.
Koch, Jr. & R. Murphy, Admin. Law & Prac. § 2:11 (3d ed. 2020) (recognizing that "[a]djudication is a determination of
individual rights or duties," and "adjudication may make `rules,' . . . in the same way courts make rules in deciding
individual cases"). We expect the PUC to issue rulings in contested cases which will be applied consistently in other
cases. It makes sense to rely on the Quechee test given the similarities between the statutory aesthetic requirements in
30 V.S.A. § 248(b)(5) and 10 V.S.A. § 6086(a)(8). The PUC's use of the Quechee test was an appropriate exercise of its
quasi-judicial authority in ruling on a CPG petition, and it was not required to engage in rulemaking before applying this
test. D. Statutory Limitations on Effect of Municipal Bylaws


¶ 57. Petitioner next argues that the test for undue adverse aesthetic impact, as applied to its facility, violates 24 V.S.A.
§ 4413(b) and § 4413(g)(2). These statutes prohibit municipalities from enacting bylaws that "regulate public utility


power generating plants and transmission facilities regulated under 30 V.S.A. § 248," 24 V.S.A. § 4413(b) (2020)[5], or
that "[p]rohibit or have the effect of prohibiting the installation of solar collectors . . ., clotheslines, or other energy
devices based on renewable resources," id. § 4413(g)(2). Petitioner contends that by considering the Town Plan, the
PUC engaged in "an end-run around the prohibition under 24 V.S.A. § 4413(b)." It further asserts that, by recognizing
that the Town Plan imposed restrictions on the development of new commercial uses in the RCD, the PUC applied a
municipal enactment to prohibit a solar project in violation of 24 V.S.A. § 4413(g)(2).


¶ 58. As previously noted, municipalities play an advisory rather than controlling role in the § 248 process. See City of S.
Burlington v. Vt. Elec. Power Co., 133 Vt. 438, 447-48, 344 A.2d 19, 24-25 (1975) (recognizing that municipalities' role in
§ 248 matters is advisory, not controlling, and holding that power company was "not required to secure a zoning permit
from the City of South Burlington for the facilities covered by the certificate of public good issued under 30 V.S.A. § 248,"
explaining that law did not give "single municipalities the power to subvert utility projects statewide in scope and broadly
entrusted to a single planning and supervisory agency"). Although municipalities cannot, by municipal zoning ordinance,
prohibit the siting of solar facilities within the municipality, and the PUC is not compelled to decline to permit a project
that runs afoul of clear, written standards, by law, the PUC must give "due consideration" to municipal pronouncements
in assessing orderly development, and it properly considers any "clear written community standards" discernable in
town plans in assessing whether a project will have an undue adverse effect on aesthetics. Its review under § 248 is
entirely consistent with 24 V.S.A. §§ 4413(b) and 4413(g)(2). The PUC did not apply a local zoning ordinance or allow a
local zoning board or bylaw to regulating the siting of the project here; the Town does not have, and the PUC did not
apply, a prohibition on solar facilities within the RCD. The PUC made "the final policy decision," Rutland Renewable
Energy, LLC, 2016 VT 50, ¶ 18, as directed by the Legislature and provided by the statutory scheme.
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E. Greenhouse-Gas Impacts


¶ 59. Petitioner argues that the PUC erred by failing to consider the project's greenhouse-gas impacts in evaluating
whether the project would have an undue adverse aesthetic effect. According to petitioner, this was arbitrary and
capricious, ignores § 248(b)(5), and is clearly erroneous. It maintains that, under § 248(b)(5), positive greenhouse-gas
benefits can override any undue adverse aesthetic effect.


¶ 60. In rejecting this argument, the PUC explained that it decided the issue of greenhouse-gas impacts in its initial
order. As required by 30 V.S.A. § 248(b)(5), it determined that the proposed facility would not result in undue
greenhouse-gas emissions, having given due consideration to the criterion specified in 10 V.S.A. § 6086(a)(1) (requiring
finding that in Act 250 cases that subdivision or development "[w]ill not result in undue water or air pollution"). It noted
that this issue was not remanded for further review. The PUC also found this question immaterial because an analysis of
greenhouse-gas impacts would not affect the criteria that the facility failed to meet here.


¶ 61. Assuming without deciding that reviewing the greenhouse impacts was within the scope of the PUC's authority on
remand, we agree with the PUC that the statute does not call for the PUC to balance the beneficial greenhouse-gas
impacts of a project against other factors in determining if a project's adverse aesthetic effect would be undue.


¶ 62. Section 248(b)(5) requires a finding that a proposed facility:


will not have an undue adverse effect on aesthetics, historic sites, air and water purity, the natural
environment, the use of natural resources, and the public health and safety, with due consideration
having been given to the criteria specified in 10 V.S.A. §§ 1424a(d) and 6086(a)(1) through (8) and (9)
(K), impacts to primary agricultural soils as defined in 10 V.S.A. § 6001, and greenhouse gas impacts.


¶ 63. The assessment of the project's beneficial greenhouse-gas impacts is distinct from an analysis of its undue
adverse effect on aesthetics, both as a matter of common sense and statutory text. The statutory text identifies a list of
categories with respect to which the proposed facility must not have an undue adverse impact—"aesthetics, historic
sites, air and water purity, the natural environment, the use of natural resources, and the public health and safety." 30
V.S.A. § 248(b)(5). And it identifies a list of criteria warranting "due consideration" in that analysis— the criteria listed in
various identified statutes, impacts to primary agricultural soils, and greenhouse-gas impacts. Id.


¶ 64. Even assuming based on the structure of the statute that the "due consideration" criteria are considerations that
fold into and underlie the various "undue adverse impact" findings, not every "due consideration" criterion is relevant to


every "undue adverse impact" category.[6] For example, a project's "impacts to primary agricultural soils" has little to do
with the category of "public health and safety." Likewise, a project's impact on greenhouse gas emissions is not a logical
component of an aesthetics analysis. The PUC properly applied the Quechee test to determine the project's aesthetic
impacts, separate and apart from its consideration of the project's greenhouse-gas impacts.


F. Constitutional Challenges


¶ 65. Finally, petitioner argues that the PUC's evaluation of §§ 248(b)(1) and 248(b)(5) was "standardless" in violation of
its constitutional rights, and that the PUC's application of the "undue adverse impact" and "orderly development" criteria
is selective, in violation of the Common Benefits Clause and the due-process protections in the Vermont Constitution.


¶ 66. With respect to its first argument, petitioner emphasizes the vague and standardless character of the requirement
of maintaining the "rural character" of the area. With respect to its second argument, it contends that other, comparable
energy projects have been permitted in the RCD, so the PUC's reliance on the characteristics of the RCD in denying its
permit request reflects selective enforcement. Given our holding above that the PUC erred in relying on the challenged
language from the Town Plan involving the rural character of the RCD in its orderly development and aesthetics
analyses, we need not reach petitioner's constitutional arguments.







IV. Mandate


¶ 67. Because this decision rejects significant portions of the PUC's rationale for denying petitioner a CPG, we cannot
affirm. Given the difference between Act 250 and § 248, our conclusion that the PUC did not err in concluding that,
because it would be prominently visible on a hillside, the project would interfere with orderly development under 30
V.S.A. § 248(b)(1) and would cause an undue adverse impact under 30 V.S.A. § 248(b)(5) is not dispositive as an
independent ground to affirm. The PUC is required only to give "due consideration" to the violation in the context of its
orderly development analysis, 30 V.S.A. § 248(b)(1), and is not compelled on account of the design standard to deny the
permit as causing an undue adverse impact. Rutland Renewable Energy, LLC, 2016 VT 50, ¶ 18. Ultimately, the PUC is
charged with determining whether the project will serve the public good. See UPC Vt. Wind, LLC, 2009 VT 19, ¶ 7
(recognizing that "ultimate question to be resolved" is whether "project promote[s] the general good of the state").
Accordingly, we remand for the PUC to reassess petitioner's application without the conclusions that siting the facility in
the Rural Conservation District would interfere with orderly development and cause an undue adverse aesthetic impact.


Reversed and remanded for additional proceedings consistent with this opinion.


COHEN, J. dissenting.


¶ 68. I concur in all aspects of the majority's decision except its conclusion that the Bennington Town Plan's prohibition
against new commercial development in the Rural Conservation District that is incompatible with the rural character of
the area is not a clear, written community standard. In my view, the Public Utility Commission (PUC) acted within its
broad discretion in determining that this is, in fact, an enforceable community standard, with which the proposed project
would not comply. I would therefore affirm the decision below.


¶ 69. I begin by noting the limited nature of our review in this context. When reviewing a petition for a certificate of public
good (CPG) under 30 V.S.A. § 248, the PUC "is engaged in a legislative, policy-making process." In re Vt. Elec. Power
Co., 2006 VT 69, ¶ 6, 179 Vt. 370, 895 A.2d 226 (quotation omitted). The PUC is tasked with "using its discretion to
weigh alternatives presented to it, utilizing its particular expertise and informed judgment." In re Petition of Twenty-Four
Vt. Utils., 159 Vt. 339, 357, 618 A.2d 1295, 1306 (1992). "We give great deference to the [PUC]'s expertise and
judgment and accord a strong presumption of validity to the [PUC]'s orders." In re UPC Vt. Wind, LLC, 2009 VT 19, ¶ 2,
185 Vt. 296, 969 A.2d 144 (quotations omitted).


¶ 70. As the majority explains, the PUC is required to consider municipal plans in two separate parts of the § 248
analysis. Under § 248(b)(1), the PUC must assess whether the project will unduly interfere with the orderly development
of the region, giving due consideration to municipal and regional planning recommendations and town land-conservation
measures. Under § 248(b)(5), it must determine whether the project will have an undue adverse effect on aesthetics,
historic sites, the natural environment, or public health and safety. An adverse effect on aesthetics is undue if the project
will "violate a clear, written community standard intended to preserve the aesthetics or scenic, natural beauty of the
area." In re Rutland Renewable Energy, LLC, 2016 VT 50, ¶ 14, 202 Vt. 59, 147 A.3d 621 (quotation omitted). "Town
plans may be sources of clear, written community standards." In re Apple Hill Solar LLC, 2019 VT 64, ¶ 33, 211 Vt. 54,
219 A.3d 1295.


¶ 71. Bennington's 2010 Town Plan was adopted through an extensive public process and is intended to guide future
development and growth in Bennington by setting standards for the use of all land area within the Town. The Plan
reflects a balance between the need for economic growth and a strong local desire to maintain natural and scenic
resources and historic patterns of settlement. To further these goals, the plan promotes concentrated development
within the designated "Urban Growth Area." It designates other parts of town, including the Rural Conservation District
where the proposed project is to be located, for less concentrated development. The plan specifically states that
development outside the Urban Growth Area "shall not include new commercial uses because such uses are
incompatible with the rural character of the area." In the Rural Conservation District, which makes up approximately
one-third of the Town's land area, "agriculture, forestry, very low density single-family residential development, and
certain limited uses that are suitable in rural areas are permitted."
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¶ 72. The PUC reasonably interpreted the Town Plan to prohibit new commercial uses in the Rural Conservation District
that are incompatible with the rural character of the area. In my view, the PUC correctly determined that this constitutes
a clear, written community standard because it designates a specific area of the town where development is restricted
and adequately gives notice to potential developers of uses that are not permitted in that location. Although petitioner
contends that the term "rural" is too vague to be enforceable, the Plan explains precisely what it means by "rural":
agriculture, forestry, and very low-density single-family residential development. As the PUC explained, the proposed
project does not fall within any of these limited categories. Instead, the proposed project, if built, would look like an
extension of the industrial area to the west and would be out of place among the surrounding farms and forests. The
PUC's conclusion is well within its discretion, and we should defer to it.


¶ 73. The majority contends that the cited provisions in Bennington's Town Plan are equivalent to those we declined to
enforce in UPC Vermont Wind. In that case, we agreed with the PUC's predecessor that the applicable regional plan did
not contain any explicit community standards that would bar a proposed wind project in Sheffield, Vermont. 2009 VT 19,
¶ 38. However, the plan at issue in UPC Vermont Wind was much vaguer than Bennington's Town Plan. Instead of
identifying specific areas targeted for preservation, it referred broadly to "rural area districts" which constituted most of
Caledonia, Essex, and Orleans Counties and stated simply that development in such areas should be consisted with
existing land uses, without identifying specific resources to be protected. Id. Here, by contrast, the Town Plan identifies
specific areas for different types of development and sets forth specific requirements and prohibitions for each district.
The Rural Conservation District where the project is to be located is limited to "valley areas outside the Urban Growth
Area which have retained their rural and open space character," including agricultural land, woodlands, and low-density
housing, and constitutes approximately one-third of the town's land area. A map in the Town Plan identifies precisely
which parts of town are in the Rural Conservation District. Unlike the regional plan in UPC Vermont Wind, the
Bennington Town Plan expressly permits certain types of development in the district-agriculture, forestry, and low-
density residential—and prohibits others, i.e., new commercial development that is incompatible with the rural character
of the area. These are not the type of "general," "open-ended" statements of preference that we rejected in UPC
Vermont Wind. See id. ¶ 38 (explaining that regional plan's "general statements of preferred, rather than mandated,
objectives are far too open-ended to constitute a clear, community written standard that would put [petitioner] on notice
that its project was prohibited").


¶ 74. I am likewise unpersuaded by the majority's reliance on In re Chaves Act 250 Permit Reconsider, 2014 VT 5, 195
Vt. 467, 93 A.3d 69. The town plan at issue in that case contained only general, aspirational language about maintaining
natural and manmade features, protecting valuable areas, and minimizing aesthetic impacts and negative impacts on
historic sites within the zoning district where the proposed project was to be located. Unlike Bennington's Town Plan, it
did not contain a specific prohibition against certain types of development within the zoning district where the proposed
project was to be located. The same is true of the town plan provisions we declined to enforce in In re Woodstock
Community Trust & Housing Vermont PRD, the other case cited by the majority. 2012 VT 87, 192 Vt. 474, 60 A.3d 686.
The facts of those cases are not sufficiently similar to be controlling here.


¶ 75. As the majority acknowledges, the § 248 process is quite different from Act 250 review, "where state and local
regulatory review coexist." Rutland Renewable Energy, LLC, 2016 VT 50, ¶ 18. Under § 248, the Legislature has shifted
the balance of power such that the PUC, rather than the municipality, "has the final policy decision" about whether to
allow energy projects to be built. Id. The PUC acts as the primary guardian of the state's natural resources and scenic
beauty in this context. Its determination that a project does not comply with a local aesthetic standard should therefore
be afforded great weight. Cf. In re Cross Pollination, 2012 VT 29, ¶ 13, 191 Vt. 631, 47 A.3d 1285 (mem.) (explaining
that where PUC rationally applied Quechee test in deciding whether project would have undue adverse impact on
aesthetics, this Court would defer to that decision). Here, the PUC correctly determined that the proposed project would
not conform with the Town Plan's clear prohibition against new commercial development that is incompatible with the
rural character of the area, and we ought to defer to that decision. I therefore respectfully dissent.


¶ 76. I am authorized to state that Chief Justice Reiber joins this dissent. Associate Justice


[1] "Prior to July 1, 2017, the Public Utility Commission was known as the Public Service Board." In re Chelsea Solar LLC, 2021 VT
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27, ¶ 9 n.2, ___ Vt. ___, 254 A.3d 156 (quotation omitted). "We use PUC throughout this decision for consistency, even when
referring to decisions before July 1, 2017." Id.


[2] Petitioner also challenges the PUC's observation that we implied in our remand order that the specific design standards in the
Town Plan were clear, written community standards. As petitioner acknowledges, the PUC found it unnecessary to rely on such
implication because it agreed with the hearing officer that the standards were in fact clear, written community standards. We
accordingly decline to address petitioner's argument on this point.


[3] Petitioner filed its CPG petition in March 2015, and we apply the substantive law in effect at that time. As the PUC explained,
changes made to 30 V.S.A. § 248 after the petition was filed are "not applicable to this case and [were] not assessed as part of the
review of this case."


[4] "The [Quechee] test first asks whether the project will have an adverse effect on the aesthetics of the area," and only if there is
an adverse effect does the PUC consider if the effect is undue. Apple Hill I, 2019 VT 64, ¶ 33. The PUC concluded in its first order
that the project would have an adverse aesthetic effect. We directed the PUC on remand to assess if the adverse aesthetic effect
was undue. See id. ¶ 41 (directing PUC to "apply the standard in the Town Plan in evaluating whether the project's adverse effect
would be undue"). For that reason, in this appeal, we focus only on the "undue" adverse impact analysis.


[5] This provision was amended effective July 1, 2021, to read: "A bylaw under this chapter shall not regulate electric generation
facilities, energy storage facilities, and transmission facilities regulated under 30 V.S.A. § 248 or subject to regulation under 30
V.S.A. § 8011." This change has no effect on our decision.


[6] As a practical matter, the PUC has often considered these "due consideration" criteria as freestanding considerations rather
than components of the respective "undue adverse impact" (or "no undue adverse impact") findings. See, e.g., In re Green
Mountain Power, No. 17-2813-PET, 2017 WL 3953962, at *5 (Vt. Pub. Util. Comm'n Aug. 31, 2017) (discussing potential adverse
greenhouse-gas emissions as a freestanding factor); In re Vermont Tech. Coll., No. 7965, 2013 WL 1721610, at *13-15 (Vt. Pub.
Serv. Bd. Apr. 17, 2013) (same). Because we conclude that in any event the statute does not contemplate that favorable impacts
relating to greenhouse-gas emissions might offset adverse aesthetic impacts, we need not address the relationship between the
PUC's approach and the structure of the statute.


Save trees - read court opinions online on Google Scholar.
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The Vermont Supreme Court holds that such standards—in order to be "legally enforceable" under
 Act 250 and 30 V.S.A. § 248 (and § 248a)—must be “sufficiently specific.” In re Petition of Apple Hill
 Solar LLC, 2021 VT 69, ¶ 36 (see attached copy). The decision of the Court in Apple Hill—involving
 the proposed siting of a solar facility in Bennington—is instructive in providing examples of town
 plans that do and do not contain clear, written community standards. The Court stated that
 Bennington's standard—specifying in its Rural Conservation District, "development . . . cannot be
 sited in prominently visible locations on hillsides”—constitutes a “specific, actionable requirement .
 . . not contradicted by other goals,” (id. ¶¶ 44-46); whereas "broad language concerning
 preservation of the rural character of an area” (id. ¶ 38), "broad, aspirational language” (id. ¶ 41),
 “general statement of principles” (id. ¶ 43), "impermissibly vague” requirements (id. ¶ 45), and
 plans or ordinances indicating, "no objective measure to guide enforcement” (id. ¶ 46), are not
 legally enforceable.  Likewise, the Court cited the Public Utility Commission in explaining that, in
 order to prohibit development that would have an adverse effect on aesthetics, "a provision must
 be 'intended to preserve the aesthetics or scenic beauty of the area' where the proposed project is
 located and must apply to specific resources in the proposed project area.” Id. ¶ 39. Also notably, in
 the context of written standards, the word “should” may indicate "preferred, rather than mandated,
 objectives.” See id. ¶ 39. (The preceding legal standards are further explained in The Municipal Plan
 State Planning Manual, Appendix 2.)
 
The Draft identifies the following four goals concerning conservation:
 
• “Protect and conserve Woodbury’s forests, lakes, ponds, and wetlands to maintain and improve
 ecological functions.” Page 16.
 
• “Strengthen and promote the long-term viability of working lands that are committed to sound
 management practices and contribute to the local economy.” Page 18.
 
• “Protect and maintain significant scenic areas and views.” Page 18.
 
• "Protect and preserve important historic and cultural resources and make information about these
 resources available.” Page 25.
 
And the following two goals which potentially conflict with such conservation:
 
• “Increase cell and broadband coverage for social, economic, educational and emergency service
 needs.” Page 47.
 
• “Increase energy efficiency and energy conservation while supporting the transition to renewable
 energy sources.” Page 49. 
 
In my view, the Draft does not provide sufficiently clear, written standards to achieve the
 protections specified in the four conservation goals. The Draft anticipates future actions—through
 the Implementation Program, Revised Zoning Ordinance, and Energy Plan—intended to identify
 significant resources and adopt further land conservation measures; however, the current planning
 process which began in early 2020—including public meetings, presentations, surveys, interviews,
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 community values mapping session, and public comments—has provided the Commission with
 ample clear evidence of “community standards” to include in the Town Plan to protect Woodbury’s
 valuable resources, now.
 
Consider the following: if Woodbury includes enforceable regulations in the Town Plan, then a
 developer proposes a non-conforming project which the Town deems favorable, the Town could
 amend the Plan (and related bylaws) to promote the project; however, if Woodbury includes no
 enforceable regulations in the Plan, then a developer files an application or petition under Act 250,
 §248, or §248a to construct a project which the Town deems unfavorable, the Town could not
 amend the Plan to regulate the project.
 
Therefore, please consider adding the following section at Page 69, as the final section before the
 appendix:
 
Use of the Town Plan in Permitting
 
The following requirements reflect Woodbury’s community standards regarding the regulation of
 development. These standards were established in the process of drafting the Town Plan through
 public meetings, presentations, surveys, interviews, community values mapping, and public
 comments.
 
Accordingly, with respect to any proposed subdivision or development subject to review under the
 Town’s bylaws, or by the State of Vermont District Environmental Commission or Public Utility
 Commission, such subdivision or development shall:
 
(1) not have an undue adverse effect on the natural features or ecological systems of the following
 significant areas indicated in the map titled “Map A: Natural Setting” included in this Town Plan:
 Highest Priority Surface Water and Riparian Areas; Highest Priority Interior Forest Blocks; Highest
 Priority Connectivity Blocks; Rare Species; Wetlands; and Lakes and Ponds;
 
(2) not have an undue adverse effect on rare and irreplaceable natural areas; or necessary wildlife
 habitat; or rare, threatened, or endangered species, as determined by the Vermont Agency of
 Natural Resources;
 
(3) not have an undue adverse effect on the aesthetic, scenic, or natural beauty of the following
 significant areas, including views onto and arising from: Town Forest; Town Wetland Property;
 Nichols Ledge; Woodbury Range; any lake or pond which measures 10 acres or greater in size; and
 the areas indicated in the map titled “Scenic” included in the Woodbury Community Values
 Mapping Report at page 6;

(4) not have an undue adverse effect on the historic integrity, character, or quality of the following
 significant sites and areas: Historic Districts (South Woodbury Village; Fletcher Company Village on
 Flat Street; Woodbury Center Village); cemeteries (North Cemetery; South Woodbury Cemetery;
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 Center Cemetery; Harvey Cemetery; West Woodbury Cemetery); Congregational Church; United
 Methodist Church; Town Hall; Woodbury Elementary School; Nelson Pond; Cranberry Meadow; and
 the areas indicated in the map titled “Historic” included in the Woodbury Community Values
 Mapping Report at page 8; 
 
(5) be sited to prevent or minimize to the greatest extent practicable, the fragmentation or
 parcelization of the following areas: Highest Priority Interior Forest Blocks; Highest Priority
 Connectivity Blocks; open fields; and lands that are suitable for agriculture, silviculture, forestry or
 logging operations, as indicated in “Map A: Natural Setting,” and the maps titled “Woodbury
 Agricultural Soils,” and “Current Use Parcels” included in the Town Plan Data & Map Appendix; in
 order to protect significant aesthetic, cultural, recreational, ecological, and economic resources;
 
(6) not be sited in prominently visible locations on hillsides, hilltops, ridgelines, scenic views, or
 viewsheds in the significant areas indicated in the preceding paragraphs (3) and (4);
 
(7) not be sited on any slope exceeding 25%, as indicated in the map titled “Woodbury Slope”
 included in the Town Plan Data & Map Appendix; in order to protect the significant resources
 indicated in the preceding paragraphs (1), (2), (3), (4), and (5);
 
(8) be screened from view, to the greatest extent practicable, through the use of existing
 topography, structures, vegetation, or strategically placed natural plantings including trees, shrubs,
 and ground cover that do not obstruct distant or significant views; in order to protect the significant
 resources indicated in the preceding paragraphs (3), (4), and (5); and

(9) not unduly interfere with the orderly development of the region or the Town of Woodbury, as
 indicated by Central Vermont Regional Planning Commission, and the land conservation measures
 specified in this Town Plan including the provisions in the section titled, “Future Land Use Districts.”
 
Additionally, I propose the following related revisions: 
 
Page 18 — It is vital that care be taken in the permitting process for future extraction operations to
 avoid land use conflicts and environmental damage.  Any new operation to extract sand and gravel
 shall have no undue adverse effect on aesthetics, natural features, or ecological systems, or on the
 orderly development of any property in the affected area, or of the Land Use District in which the
 operation is located.
 
Page 46 — Co-locating telecommunications infrastructure with To the greatest extent practicable, in
 order to reduce the impact on significant resources—including aesthetic, historic, economic,
 and ecological—any new telecommunications facility shall be colocated on or at an existing facility,
 buildings building, structure, and or developed sites site. can help lessen the environmental and
 visual impacts of new technologies.
 
Pages 47 and 67 (chart):
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Telecommunications & Broadband Connectivity Goal: Increase cell and broadband coverage for
 social, economic, educational and emergency service needs, in a manner consistent with the
 community standards and land conservation measures stated in the Town Plan.
 
Pages 49 and 68 (chart):
 
Energy Goal: To increase energy efficiency and energy conservation while supporting the transition
 to renewable energy sources, in a manner consistent with the community standards and land
 conservation measures stated in the Town Plan.
 
Page 49 — Based upon mapped “Known” and “Possible” constraints, smaller-scale and residential
 scale renewable energy development is more feasible, rather than industrial-scale development,
 shall enable Woodbury to achieve its renewable energy goals while protecting its valuable lands,
 waters, and public resources.
 
Page 50 — Woodbury recognizes that land use decisions are often sometimes personal and private
 matters for landowners; and sometimes public matters for developers, subject to the authority of
 the State, which may affect the larger community. The Town Plan acknowledges the importance of
 balancing the rights of landowners and developers with the protection of public resources valued by
 the Woodbury community. this and does not aim to infringe upon the rights of property owners.
 
Page 68, section (P) [NOTE: Substituting “additional” for “more” clearly indicates that the
 Commission has already received extensive public input (public meetings, presentations, surveys,
 interviews, community values mapping session, public comments); and has already included defined
 and specific parameters (Natural Features & Ecological Systems section; Map A: Natural Setting;
 Woodbury Slope map; Community Values Mapping Report; Historic & Cultural Resources section;
 maps of known and possible constraints)—which should guide the siting of large developments.] —
 Based upon more additional extensive public input determine if the Town should include more
 additional defined and specific parameters to guide the siting of larger scale renewable energy
 generation facilities.
 
Page 68, section (P)(xxvii) — Evaluate the benefits of establishing additional clear and specific
 guidelines that can be used when evaluating proposed large-scale projects.
 
Energy Plan page 18 — The primary wind production area sits on the western ridgeline in Woodbury,
 with additional generation possible in the northern-center of Town. However, these locations also
 are highest priority forest blocks for connectivity, as well as some agricultural soils, and areas of
 significant scenic and natural beauty—accordingly, these areas shall not be adversely affected by
 the siting of wind turbines. Specific suitability for wind resources is noted in the mapping section.
 The wind maps identify where wind speeds are appropriate for smaller scale wind generation and
 do not include large industrial-scale wind suitability (for the purposes of this plan, and consistent
 with the Central Vermont Regional Energy Plan, industrial-scale wind development includes any
 wind turbine with a hub height greater than 125 feet, excluding the blades). 
 
In order to support large-scale wind projects, it is believed that projects Development of any wind
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 project must meet certain criteria to ensure that they do it does not cause undue negative impacts
 on natural, recreational, and aesthetic resources. In addition to the regulatory community standards
 stated in this Town Plan, Woodbury plans to establish supplemental clear and specific guidelines
 that can be used when evaluating proposed large-scale wind projects. Also, the current Central
 Vermont Regional Energy Plan limits wind generation facilities to hub height of 125 feet and
 restricts development above 2,500 feet in elevation. Accordingly, any development of a wind
 project in Woodbury will work to maintain consistency shall be consistent with these regional limits.
 
Energy Plan page 20 — For example, wind may be appropriate in the Town of Woodbury at a
 residential scale, but not at a commercial scale as detailed in the Mapping Section, in Appendix “A”,
 and as illustrated on both the Known and Possible Constraints Maps, and the Wind Resources Map.
 Local objectives will need to be established to address these issues. However, as previously stated,
 and consistent with the Central Vermont Regional Energy Plan, industrial-scale wind development is
 not appropriate and therefore shall not be permitted in Woodbury. 
 
Energy Plan page 27, Objective D-2(1) — . Based upon more additional extensive public input
 determine if the Town should include more additional defined an and specific parameters to guide
 the siting of larger scale renewable energy generation facilities.
 
Scenic Areas 
 
Given the strong public support for protecting scenic areas, I propose the following changes in order
 to reinforce this section (Page 18): 
 
Scenic Areas
 
Woodbury’s natural setting contributes greatly to its scenic beauty and its unique identity. The lakes,
 ponds, wetlands, forests, and hills as well as its historic and cultural resources are of great value to
 the residents. (For more about Historic and Cultural Resources see the Sense of Community
 Chapter.) In a 2021 community survey that asked residents and property owners, “are you in favor
 of setting aside or somehow preserving certain scenic, historic or natural areas?” 74% of
 respondents said yes. As reinforced from the 2021 community by this survey, results and from by
 the Community Values Mapping Workshop, Woodbury's most outstanding scenic features include:
 the broad views of Woodbury’s landscape enjoyed from Nichols Ledge; and the undeveloped
 ridgeline of Woodbury Range; and the surface waters that distinguish Woodbury as the “Land of
 Lakes and Ponds.” Development of these areas—specified and supplemented in the section titled
 “Use of the Town Plan in Permitting”—shall be regulated to preserve their scenic beauty and value
 to the community. Appropriate and effective regulations are optimally formed and implemented
 through participation and cooperation among residents, property owners, and public officials. While
 they deserve protection, these sites are located on private property. When asked “are you in favor
 of setting aside or somehow preserving certain scenic, historic or natural areas?” 74% or
 respondents agreed. Any strategy for protection must be consistent with the rights of land owners. 
 
[COMMENT NOT INTENDED FOR INCLUSION IN TOWN PLAN: Municipal planning is a lawful public
 process that affects or may affect landowners’ rights; thus any planning strategy for protection of
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 public resources including scenic beauty will necessarily be consistent with the rights—if not the
 wishes—of all landowners. Therefore the Town Plan should not include any language that may be
 misunderstood to mean that an individual landowner alone may dictate or veto regulations relating
 to town planning, if such regulations affect their existing rights.]
 
Assorted Edits
 
Page 2 — a series of community input meetings
 
Page 3 — the State’s Shoreline Protection Act. [PERIOD]
 
Page 4 — isbounded is bounded by the Towns of Calais
 
Page 5 — regulations and bylaws to protect significant resources, shorelands and flood- hazard areas
 from development
 
Page 7 — live in Woodbury forsimilar for similar reasons
 
One-on- one One-on-one interviews
 
Page 15 — coupled with the presents presence of poor soils
 
[Include the following as the final sentence in the section titled “Surface Waters”] 
Note: Throughout this Town Plan, each of the following three bodies of water is referred to
 interchangeably by its name as a pond or lake: Dog Pond/Valley Lake; Nelson Pond/Forest Lake;
 Sabin Pond/Woodbury Lake.
 
Page 16 chart — (Forest Lake Pond)
 
Page 19 — The Town Forest Recreation Plan proposes rehabbing sections of an
[UNNECESSARY SPACE]
existing trail and building a new interconnected trail loop to expand non-
 
Page 20 [QUESTION: According to 23 V.S.A. § 3506, ATVs may not be operated on Woodbury’s public
 highways or lands unless permitted by the Select Board—does this regulation apply to Class 4 roads
 and other all-terrain and off-road vehicles? If so, please consider the following revision.] —
 Abandoned railroad beds and Class 4 roads, as well as trails and logging roads on private land,
 provide recreation for hiking, bicycling, cross-country skiing, and where permitted, snowmobiles,
 dirt bikes and ATVs and other all-terrain and off-road motorized vehicles.
 
Page 21 — Woodbury’s natural setting did and will influence past and future settlement patterns
 and uses of the land.
 
Page 22 — finishing mills in Hardwick, and Granite granite extraction became the major industry 
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other cities’ [APOSTROPHE] built environment
 
likely little know known by current residents 
 
Page 23 — drew visitors to enjoy
[UNNECESSARY SPACE] 
Woodbury Lake. Over time small, privately-owned 
 
privately-owned lake side lakeside cabins
 
Historical Society article (Vermont History Vol. 82, No2 No. 2) indicate indicates there was at least
 one commune within town boarders borders
 
Today Woodbury is a bedroom community, no longer reliant on agriculture, and visible evidence of
 the counter culture counterculture impact
 
Page 24 — which have served, and continue to serve, as important and
[UNNECESSARY SPACE]
valuable community and civic gathering places.
 
Page 25 [The following phrase should be corrected—perhaps by substituting “plurality”—as 48%
 does not constitute a majority.] — The majority (48%) are classified as vacant by the Census Bureau

Page 26 — along with raising rising costs associated with maintaining 
 
(i.e. i.e., single family dwellings and mobile homes.) homes).
 
Page 27 — epidemic, recent figures suggest people are returning to work.
[SPACE]
During the height of the granite industry in the late 1800’s the local quarry
 
Page 28 — respondents overwhelmingly stated their support 
 
Page 29 — Yet, most are located to the north in Hardwick, the opposite direction of most residents
 residents’ daily commute.
 
Page 30 — Natural resources base which is critical to VT brand (food, tourism, recreation) is
 vulnerable to climate change, pollution and resource depletion

the school and town library functions function as the principle gathering places for those

Page 32 — the majority of Woodbury commuters (about 77%) drive alone in a car, truck or van
 (about 77%) 
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Page 33 — More data on this topic is contained within Woodbury’s energy plan as contained within
 which is included in the appendix and incorporated into this plan by reference. 

Very few people car pool carpool to work 

Low rural population density limits financial viability of bus and shuttle services; and public transit
 agencies rely on ridership to demonstrate need, [COMMA] and also often rely on municipal financial
 contributions to support these types of services. 

Page 34 — of their age, ability, or preferred mode of transportation (such [UNNECESSARY SPACE] 
as bike and pedestrians) be considered, regardless of the project’s funding source 

Page 40 — for various Town business and related public forums, and continues to be

Page 42 — provide CPR/AED and first aid classes for the community.
[SPACE]
The fire station is located at 3665 Route 14 and an annex was built in 1992 to
 
Page 43 — next step on in the process
 
Page 44 — information contained with within the LHMP is recognized
 
resilience to identified hazards. [PERIOD] 
 
Page 45 — Vermont Center for Independent Living, Central Vermont Home Health Agency &
 Hospice, Battered Women’s Services 
Central Vermont Medical Center and Central Vermont Home Health Agency & Hospice in Berlin, the
 Health Center in Hardwick
 
Page 46 — Subsequently, the Vermont Public Service Board Utility Commission adopted the FCC
 standard.
 
Based upon 2019 date data provided by the Vermont Department of Public
 
about 49% has have access to high-speed internet
 
The town has two three identified wi-fi hot
 
Page 47 — spots—one at the Town Office on Route 14, and one at the Woodbury Elementary
 School, and one at the Woodbury Community Library. The community Additionally, the library
 provides public internet access to internet, laptop computers, headsets, and printer. 
 
Page 48 — evaluates electric-sector conservation
 
The Woodbury Enhanced Energy Plan and associated maps are incorporated into this plan by
 reference and can be found at the within the Appendix.
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Page 49 — process will entail consideration of identifying the identification of locally designated
 preferred sites
 
local constraints and/or unsuitable areas for renewable energy facility siting along with the
 establishment of additional clear and specific guidelines that can be used when evaluating proposed
 large-scale projects 
 
Page 51 — Three zoning districts are designated – Shoreland District; Village District; and
 Agriculture-Rural Residential District. The Shoreland District surrounds lakes and ponds
 
Page 55 [NOTE: “below” is redundant.] — “However, the successful implementation ofthe of the
 goals , outlined below depend on the…” 
 
Page 58, section (H)(x) [NOTE: The operation of off-road vehicles on public roads and lands has been
 a point of contention in Woodbury, as evidenced by the ATV Ordinance that was adopted and
 repealed in 2013.] — Form a committee to ensure evaluate access to Class 4 roads and trails on
 public and private lands for off road motorsports.
 
Energy Plan page 15 — These farmer to consumer farmer-to-consumer markets afford Woodbury
 residents access to locally grown vegetables and animal products and strengthens strengthen the
 relationships between food producers and consumers.
 
large grocery chain stores where he the average food item in the average grocery store travels
 between 1,000 and 1,500 miles
 
Energy Plan page 17 — [NOTE: Superscript “1” indicating the footnote should be placed at the end of
 the sentence.] In 2014, the Legislature enacted Act 99, an Act relating the to self-generating and net
 metering, which increased the Net-Metering program’s cumulative capacity cap to 15% of each
 utility’s peak capacity.
 
Energy Plan page 19 — [NOTE: Superscript “2” indicating the footnote should be placed at the end of
 the sentence.] More specifically, the 2016 State Comprehensive Energy Plan, CEP, calls for doubling
 the use of wood heating in Vermont. 
 
and 80 cents of every dollar spent on wood are likely retained in the local economy,1 an estimated
 net $70 million
 
Energy Plan page 28 — To this end, maps were created for the Town of Woodbury that identifies
 identify resources related to solar, wind, hydroelectric, and woody biomass. 
 
all projects that were issued a Certificate of Public Good by the Public Service Board Utility
 Commission through 2019
 
Energy Plan page 30 — Like In addition to limits on three phase power, are other potential
 limitations on include existing transmission infrastructure and the ability to transmit energy from its
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 point of generation to the possible users.
 
Energy Plan page 35 — found in mixed forest with a strong softwood component or even on found
 on west facing hardwood slopes
 
[Presently, the section titled, "Local Constraints,” is blank.]  
 
———-
 
Thank you for considering these comments and proposed changes.
 
Sincerely,
 
Stephen Murphy
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